InfoVeg - Bug #2589
Concepts as the basis for returning specimens and images.
10/27/2006 03:38 PM - Michael Lee

Status:

Closed

Start date:

10/27/2006

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Xianhua Liu

% Done:

0%

Category:

atlas

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Unspecified

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Bugzilla-Id:

2589

Description
Some names treated as synonyms in Weakley do not appear when searched in the SE Flora pages. For example, searching on
Cerastium holosteoides var. vulgare gives no results, however it is displayed as a synonym when one searches on Cerastium
fontanum. Similarly, a search on Acer barbatum gives no results although itâ€™s treated as a synonym of A. floridanum in Weakley,
and Specify has numerous records for A. barbatum. The map of A. floridanum shows NCU specimens for A. barbatum, and A.
saccharum ssp. floridanum. The list of specimens displays only a record for A. floridanum.
RKP:
This is probably best viewed as a design problem rather than an error. We currently return for images and specimens only those
with an explicit name match. We should consider whether to display also concept matches, or perhaps the subset of concept
matches represented by children. My recommendation is that for images and specimens we list two sets of results, the first being the
name matches and the second being the additional concept matches.
History
#1 - 10/27/2006 04:11 PM - Michael Lee
contributed by Lisa Giencke & Stephen Seiberling
Comments by Bob Peet followed by RKP:
#2 - 12/01/2006 06:33 PM - xianhua liu
Fixed. Check http://152.2.14.231/website/NCFloraTest/ before classes on the herbarium server get updated.
#3 - 12/02/2006 11:53 AM - Robert Peet
We need to sort the records into two piles, the first being unambiguous records, and the second being the ambiguous ones, and these piles need to
be appropriately labeled. The current mixing of records will be very confusing to the users.
#4 - 03/04/2007 08:10 AM - Robert Peet
This should be quick and easy
#5 - 03/08/2007 05:51 PM - xianhua liu
fixed.
The ambiguous specimens and images are shown in gray background.
#6 - 03/08/2007 06:05 PM - Robert Peet
fixed
#7 - 03/27/2013 02:20 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 2589
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